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Beyond the Lens Photoshop Actions
THE NORDIC HYBRID COLLECTION
INFORMATION BOOKLET 2019

“As a professional photographer quality and consistency are equally as
important, whilst as an artist, creativity and personal style is held in the
same regard. For me balance is the key, between the professional and the
creative, the reliable and the flexible.” SG

WHAT ARE ACTIONS AND WHY DO I USE THEM?
Actions are wonderful sequential programs that can be both recorded and loaded into
Photoshop’s software. They enable the same editing steps to be repeated time and time
again. Actions offer you the ability to achieve standardised results in a fraction of the time
required to do the job manually. Purchasing pre-recorded Actions offers you the advantage
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of incorporating the skill and expertise provided by the programmer, within your own
photographic processing.
Actions also produce processing results that are beyond the capability of a camera. Actions
provide a functioning platform that enables you to manipulate and adjust results. This
essential level of control ensures that you retain the freedom to produce work that is a
personal reflection of your creativity and aesthetic vision.
One of the best advantages to using Actions is that they enable you to edit to the same
creative results even when images may have been taken from different sessions, locations
and even cameras. This gives your work consistency and allows you to achieve a
professional finish that in today’s competitive market is essential.
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2 NEW HYBRID ACTIONS
The NORDIC Collection consists of just two main Actions. These two NEW hybrid Actions
have been programmed from the combined foundations, and principle workings from which
many of the Beyond the Lens Actions have been built. By combining the successful working
elements across collections these two hybrid Actions are supercharged to give powerful
instant results.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
These NEW Hybrid Actions have been
designed to create even lighter
cleaner images all in one simple step.
They are perfect for processing
editorial work, product photography
and are a big driver in social media
success.
Social Media algorithms do prefer
lighter,

cleaner

images

and

so

therefore influencers will take the
time to process their photography
accordingly.

Lighter

cleaner

photography will significantly out
perform

(SOOC)

straight-out-of-

camera images and go a long way to
building a successful following.
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TIPS FOR USING NORDIC ACTIONS
Both the NORDIC I and NORDIC II Actions are super powerful and unlike previous Actions
they play out at 100%. They are both fully adjustable and masked. Delivering
precision editing capability, allowing you to stay in control of your work.
Hybrid Actions are made up of three subset Actions (Hybrid Layers).
GUIDE TO THE HYBRID LAYERS
ACTION NAME

HYBRID LAYER

QUALITY

PLAYOUT

NORDIC I

NORDIC 1

CONTRAST BOOST

40%

NORDIC 2

SOFTER MILK HAZE

50%

NORDIC 3

TONAL LIFT

50%

NORDIC II 1

COOL SHADOW BASE

50%

NORDIC II 2

WARM HAZE

20%

NORDIC II 3

CHERRY WARMTH

30%

NORDIC II
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CREATIVE NOTE:
I sometimes I shoot from different cameras and the contrast ratio
and white balance can change significantly from different devices. So
with this in mind the new NORDIC ACTIONS come in two versions.
The first is Action, NORDIC 1 is harsher and the second, NORDIC II is
warmer and softer.

TOP TIP
I like to toggle the different Hybrid Layers on and off to get the perfect balance. A favourite
combination that works really well for shots from my DSLR Nikon D850 is NORDIC I with the
HYBRID layer NORDIC 1 toggled off. The Nikon D850 is quite high on its contrast so this
combination reduces the Actions contrast and gives me the softness I aspire to creating.
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2 SHARPENING ACTIONS
A collection of Actions always needs a couple of sharpening Actions and so I’ve included my
two favourites. The Standard Sharpening and the Frequency Separation Sharpening Actions
have been added so you can spot paint additional sharpness where needed.

Please note that NORDIC Hybrid Photoshop Actions are not compatible with Lightroom or Photoshop Elements
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Also available from Sarah Gardner Photography
BOOK: Art Beyond the Lens, Working with Digital Textures by Sarah Gardner
Available from all good book suppliers: ISBN: 978-0-240-82409-3

www.sarahgardnerphotography.com
© Sarah Gardner Photography 2019, all rights reserved. This booklet has been made available for the promotion of Beyond the Lens
Actions and is for personal use only. Copying in part or full, redistributing, selling or making available for download without written
consent from Sarah Gardner Photography is strictly prohibited and to do so without authorisation will be deemed as a violation of
worldwide copyright and intellectual property laws.
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